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Introduction
Dear Reader,
Thank you for joining us on our amazing path of POMELO project and welcome to Training Kit for
local and migrant youth people.
The focus of POMELO is to improve the integration practices between migrant and local youths in
the EU community, through innovative tools able to explore the effects of music on social cohesion
and language learning, especially through creating lyrics and singing.
The project involves partners from Italy, Czech Republic, Greece, Poland, and Cyprus and will last
two years. The idea is to enhance and to spread knowledge on the project core subject of the youth
organizations and of theirs staff working with migrant and local youth and dealing with migrant
integration, involved in the project and at global level.
POMELO is an answer to the need of effective integration practices, on order to prove both refugee
and local youth equal voice and the opportunity to grow together through reciprocal multicultural
enhancement.
The Training Kit provides the educational tool dedicated to all of you for the purpose of the foreign
language classes with emphasis on intercultural exchange between the two groups of classmates:
migrants and locals through music, including essential answers on practical questions in each
chapter, instructions, step-by-step activities, useful tips etc. The main idea is to present you a new
approach in language learning and cultural exchange that is user friendly, interesting, innovative,
and enjoyable!
What to expect from the Training Kit?
Primarily – lots of fun!
Hand in hand, we will wander through the cheerful world of music. In a fun way we will tell you
something about writing your own lyrics, about the amazing connection of music and culture, we will
teach you to film your own music video and how you can play with editing of your music clip.
The best way to communicate with your fans and followers will introduce you chapter 4. All this fun
you can have with your mates from your class! Never forget: “Through music, all people can come
together to make the world a more harmonious place”.
So, what are you waiting for?
Let’s have fun!
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Index of Activities
Chapter

1

2

3

4

Activity

Key words

Type of Skills

Time

Learn the alphabet and
basic phrases

Alphabet, basic phrases,
learn with music,
teamwork

Oral comprehension –
activity of repetition

45
minutes

Guess the tone of the
sentence

Affirmation, question,
interrogation

Oral comprehension –
activity of repetition

45
minutes

Write your own lyrics

School, vocabulary, and
grammar, teamwork

Listening, reading,
singing, speaking (singing)

150
minutes

Working with cultural
items to create lyrics for a
common song

Sharing cultural items,
creativity

Multicultural and language
skills, listening,
communication

120
minutes

Translating the lyrics into
host country language and
one migrant language

Host country language,
migrant languages,
vocabulary

Language,
communication,
multicultural, collaborative
skills

60
minutes

Singing and playing
together the newly created
song

Creativity, fun, interplay,
singing, group cohesion

Creative, music, singing,
collaborative skills

60
minutes

Record one shot

Technical skills,
Recording, Audio, Video,
Camera

Recording, creative work
with camera

60
minutes

Record one shot & add
titles and subtitles

Technical skills,
Recording, Audio, Video,
Camera, Titles, Subtitles

Recording, creative work
with camera, adding titles
and subtitles

90
minutes

Record more shots & edit
it all together

Technical skills, Editing
video, Postproduction

Editing video

120
minutes

Share it!

Online resources, social
media, communication,
dissemination

Technical skills, sharing,
dissemination, work with
online resources and
social media,
communication

20
minutes
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1. DEALING WITH LINGUISTIC SKILLS
Use music to learn a foreign language
The aim of this chapter is to help you to use songs in order to learn a foreign language, but also to
learn about the local culture. Music and singing can help you to learn easier a foreign language!
The benefits for you are:
It excites curiosity and imagination when it comes to discovering a foreign language. You can
listen to a song many times to understand it, because the rhythm “stays” with you. Frequent
repetition of hearing helps to familiarize you with the sounds of the language and alleviates the
fear of the unknown that the foreign language represents.
Eliminates barriers and difficulties you often face because they you do not understand the
meaning or have unknown words, in addition you are released from the stress and pressure
created by the theory and rules of grammar.
The learning process does not stop at words or expressions you may do not know; it deals with
the language as a whole and it does not include the formal learning with grammar chapters.
The songs reflect the culture of a country (society).

Rhythm and music help you overcome language difficulties as the song can offer a wide
range of linguistic elements such as:
You can learn new words and a friend can suggest similar thematically vocabulary e.g., Routine,
body parts, love friendship, etc.
You can understand the grammar! The grammatical rules can be used and be more
understandable because you will learn to use them not only in exercises and texts (which usually
is difficult for students) but also in songs, which can be more easily memorized and reused.
You can exercise in writing! You can more easily understand how the words work in the foreign
language (pronouns, verbs, adverbial adjectives) and what is their place in the sentence.
You can sing! Songs help you with the foreign language. All the emotions, such as denial and
question, sound different from language to language and often creates difficulties. In addition,
songs can help you in pronunciation, which is, the ability to produce sounds unknown and the
ability to distinguish the different words of a sentence.
You can learn a new culture! Songs and music reflect the way of life of the society, the habits,
the wishes, the manners and the customs.
Watch the video clip! The image in combination with the music helps you to memorize the rules of
grammar, words, or even specific expressions.
We prepared for you four kinds of activities as an example
You can create more to help you and your friends with the new language. You can invite local
students as well!
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Before getting started, watch the video made by the POMELO team!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HJnVmqQjGK4&t=4s
The educational activities presented in the POMELO project have been tested in the refugee
camps in Kavala (Greece). It is never easy to reach these target groups, but it was surprising to
see the happiness with which they took part in the initiative showing willingness to learn more.
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Learn the alphabet and basic phrases

The example of catchy song with the alphabet of Greek language:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZUrZHF_WBeI
Look for other videos that may contain the alphabet in your language!
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Guess the tone of the sentence

Watch this video to understand the importance of Prosody.
Prosody is used to indicate a statement, a question, an exclamation and helps to improve our
communications in a foreign language: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nsJXCThKSH4&t=71s
Here is how to use prosody in the world of music:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NMOMPMzR6oY
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Write your own lyrics

Take a cue from the lyrics in these videos as you will see it will be enough to describe your typical
day to bring out a song:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nAz2ZDUhOCw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M4OJs97RBcY&ab_channel=dimitrakavada
Games related to words/lyrics for you e.g. crosswords etc.:
https://learningapps.org/display?v=pkc52ndh220
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2. WORKING ON MULTICULTURAL AWARENESS
Music as an essential part of you
Mutual respect can only arise and develop from knowing each other, from acknowledging similarities
and diversities and therefore by coming to appreciate what everyone is, and what everyone has to
offer to the world.
Do you like to know something of the life of your peers, native in your country or coming
from different places?
By sharing what kind of music, they like, how they like to dance and sing, it is possible to create
bridges among you. Youth around the globe, even with identifiable cultural differences, share many
needs and aspirations that are universal, belonging to all, regardless cultural differences… One of
these needs is the musical expression: communicating through music. Not only in terms of making
music together, but in terms of also communicating about the music one identifies himself/herself
with.
In general, music is something we do for ourselves and/or we do it with and for others, and which
through its communicative properties can provide a vital lifeline of human interaction. Music is an
essential part of you as a young person and with your group of peers. Based on this reality, the
activities here described will empower you with multicultural awareness and foreign language
learning.
More you use music to learn any subject, more you’ll learn and retain that subject!
Music and the arts build cooperation by involving participants in collaborative problem solving in the
context of ensembles, choirs, common music projects. Through art experiences, you learn to work
as a team, to respect diverse points of view and to see that relationships among people and idea
matter.
Common music projects create a sense of belonging based on delight and respect for each person’s
distinctive contributions and culture.
Empathy may be created through experiences that cause participants to grasp another’s
understanding. Like respect, empathy comes from acknowledging the circumstances of another
person and by fully imagining oneself in those circumstances. When participants share memories or
aspirations that a piece of music can evoke, they open doors for mutual understanding and even
empathy.
When you experiment putting into music a favourite poem that belongs to the culture of one
participant in your group, and the whole team is gathered around answering the questions that arise,
around finding solutions that fulfil a common sense of expression of feelings, you’ll learn about each
other in a direct way, and you may certainly have fun and be uplifted.
Therefore… we are going to use music for inclusive culture sharing and language learning.
The more you use music to learn any subject, the more you will learn and retain that subject.
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We can figure out the huge potential we have through music activities to enhance foreign languages
acquisition and multicultural knowledge, especially if we think that every country puts its ‘signature’
into its own music.
How the incredibly effective tools called music works?
We can see now how in practical terms we can apply this incredibly effective tool called music!
There are several ways…. Our experience is that as soon as we start experimenting with it, ideas
come freely flowing from our creativity and from that of all participants.
General guidelines and preparation are the following:
Let’s do some music warm-ups (few examples follow below).
All participants prepare some item of their culture such as a song, a short poem or a simple tale.
If any participant plays a portable music instrument, should please bring it to the session.
Let’s collect any simple music instruments we may have available: maracas, shakers, ocean
drum, rain stick, bamboo flutes, tambourines, cymbals, and any other.
When any of you present her/his culture item, always let us feed a discussion within the group
to give that item a way to be known by all others, and to be used to transmit cultural values and
identity.
We said that pieces of music will be brought to the session (smartphones can be used to make
the piece heard or much better singing it…) and these pieces should represent your country, but
if you will bring some music that is not exactly from your country, and is, for instance, a piece of
American or English rock, electronic, pop, or else, it is perfectly acceptable. Let us accept any
kind of music is presented, in any genre. However, always we shall ask and discuss why you
feel that that music represents your country, and/or maybe your experience and feelings in your
country. Experiences in one’s country, let us listen to what everyone wishes to narrate about
their country and their life by following the state of mind that the piece of music represents for
the participant who brings it. Culture is all about life.
(Same it is for poems or tales that participants will bring to the session).
If in the group there is an quite low level of host country language knowledge, let’s use a lingua
franca, or let’s adapt the conversation to basic elements that can be conveyed through gestural
expressions and certainly let’s try to use online translators for the key words (you will find
examples in the Supporting Materials / Resources in the activities described below).
Last – but should be the first – we should create an environment where all feel accepted and
safe to express who they are! We are all on earth to learn from each other!
If you can meet outside the classroom, you can organise an evening campfire in the countryside,
or sit in a park and perform your activities outdoor!
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MUSIC WARM-UPS examples to start the session:
Rhythm Circle
Stand in a circle. One person creates a rhythmic phrase that is passed around the circle to the right
until it returns to him/her (the person who initiated the rhythm). The person to the right then starts a
new rhythm and so on, until all participants have started a rhythm.
Say It Different Ways
Form a circle. One person says a sentence, which is passed around with each person changing the
volume, rate, pitch, accent, and rhythm patterns. Example:
“The rain in Spain falls mainly on the plain”.
Rhythm Sync.
Group forms a circle. When a leader (anyone can be) says “begin”, everyone makes an original
rhythm using hands, feet or voice. Slowly, by listening to each other, the group reaches one unified
rhythm. Then individuals slowly begin new rhythms, and a new group rhythm emerges.
Name Melody
Participants work in pair or small groups to create a melody for each person’s name or put all the
names together to a tune.
The following three activities will give you the structure for implementing your multicultural
awareness and foreign language learning project in your group.
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Working with cultural items to create lyrics for a common song
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Translating the lyrics into host country language and one migrant language

Examples of online translators:
https://translate.google.com/
https://translation2.paralink.com/
https://www.online-translator.com/
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Singing and playing together the newly created song

This video proves that even those who think they are out of tune can sing:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jn_IIOyTr_A
Here, however, you can learn some tricks to improve intonation:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uTj3XMkJpSw
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3. IMPROVE YOUR TECHNICAL SKILLS
Use your technology skills to the full!
The Training Kit has already given you a clear rationale on how the use of music can be a helpful in
the language classroom. The use of multimedia can take this even further. Multimedia in our context
means the use of audio and video to record your song.
You will be able to record your productions and share the results across Europe.
In the POMELO project we expect you to use your technology skills to the fullest. Record your songs,
with video or audio only, and share them proudly. Below you will find loads of ideas and tips how to
make great recordings and activities which help you to improve your technical skills!
Get into audio and video recordings.
Audio recording technology has become very accessible and easy to use. Most modern mobile
phones have the functionality to record audio. Notebooks with built-in microphones and purposebuilt audio recorders can be used to record your music. The recordings can be easily uploaded and
shared. Audio recordings are a good option if privacy is an issue and you do not want to show
yourselves on screen.
Video recordings is now easy and common, many smartphones have a built in High-Definition
camera. Some have built-in editing software so that you can make basic changes immediately to
what you have recorded. Video recordings are obviously more interesting and engaging then audio
recordings, but more time and care is needed if you want to make more sophisticated video clips.
How to make an audio recording and music video?
How to make an audio recording
Recording your music is relatively straightforward and it needs truly little preparation. The most
important problem to resolve concerns the technology you want to use. First, you need to explore
the technology available and find a courage to explore them and use them!
Audio recording in three steps:
1. Prepare your sound equipment: It is advisable to do a test recording before you record your
song. Make sure that you are close enough to the microphone so that the sound quality is
clear. Charge the battery before you start so that you are not restricted by the power supply.
2. Record your song: Practice your song and then record it. Make sure you are not touching the
microphone during the recording; this might create unwanted noises. Press the recording
button early enough to start the recording and late enough to stop it, making sure that neither
the beginning nor the end is missing.
3. Check your recording: Once you are done you can check the recording quality. Play it back
and make sure that the full song is included. If you are not happy with the results, just go
back to step 2 and record it again.
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How to make music video
Recording your music is relatively straightforward and it needs truly little preparation. The most
important point is deciding which technology (cameras, editing software, microphones, PCs) you
want to use. First explore what technology is available!
As with the audio recordings – use the technology you already have. The first step of a video
production is not to go to the next electronics shop and buy a modern video camera! For sure you
already have a device which is capable of recording video. This could be a still camera with a video
function, a smartphone with a video camera or a purpose-built video camera. All of these
technologies are suitable. The quality of the technology is not too important because this is not the
goal of our approach. However, you do need to make sure that the sound quality is good enough
that your lyrics can be easily understood.
If you have more video recording technology at hand, you can employ different parts or members of
you team to record the songs. This way the tasks of the project will be divided among more people.
1. Get organised! Setting tasks: If you want to include video production into the project then it is
advisable to consider your project pedagogy. It is a good idea that you work in small teams, this
will force you to discuss what you want to do and help you learn more about the production
process. It is also helpful to discuss beforehand how and what you wish to record. A rough plan
or a storyboard can help to have a better idea of the potential upcoming production. We
recommend constructing a planned approach rather than you just run off with cameras and come
back with lots of material which are often not easy to use.
2. Camera, production time! The video recording can be a wonderful creative process. Make sure
that you are creative – try to use the camera in all sorts of ways, to experiment with the picture
framing, how the camera is moved and to explore different camera positions and heights.
3. Editing your video: Editing can take the message and quality of your music video further. Titles
and credits can add useful information and subtitles can strengthen the idea of language
learning. There is no need to get expensive editing software. Movie Maker and iMovie are
enough to get started.
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How do you go about editing?
Once all video recordings are finished, they need to be transferred to the computer.
This can either be done with a card transfer or a USB lead.
Then you are ready to import all clips and start with editing. Select the video clips you want to use,
change the order, work on the length of each clip and add titles. Once you are happy you can export
the video again and share it online.

Before recording your video clip, watch the video made by the POMELO team!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nR39nksS41o
The students' technical skills in music are strongly stimulated by the activities of the POMELO project. In
this video, two students from the Pelican school in the Czech Republic, used the educational activities
foreseen in the project creating an atmosphere of joviality in music.
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Record one shot

We suggest you follow these steps for video recording:
1. Preparations for shooting: Make sure the camera / video recording device is charged and
that you have enough memory to hand.
2. Record Video: Record your music clip at once. As with audio, make sure you hit the record
button early enough to start recording and late enough to stop recording to avoid cutting the
song. If necessary, you can record your clip in multiple takes and put it together later in the
editing stage. You should not stop the recorder and re-shoot once again during the editing
process you can cut unwanted or redundant sections.
3. Check your video: Check your music clips right away. If you are not satisfied, please repeat
the registration.
Follow these easy instructions to improve your video from today:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vjtt-bMonpc
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Record one shot and add titles and subtitles

Here is how to get started to choose the most suitable programme:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NFHDHcs4BvQ
Here you will find other easy ways to add your subtitles:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8wZARTDbNmc
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Record more shots and edit it all together

How to start making video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xyUYmXSeyAc
Here are some tricks to create clips with your photos
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=InelJzwKTX0
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4. THE ADVENTURE OF SHARING
Music must by shared!
Music is able to bind people together, transforming single individuals in a coordinated collectivity,
which, for example, in a given moment shares the same feelings conveyed by a music track.
Let’s simply think of a concert where thousands of people who do not know each other and who,
probably, will never meet again, sing, and dance the same time a song which somehow moves them
(both physically and emotionally).
In fact, it is believed that if our ancestors, thousands of years ago, began making music was exactly
because of the “team-building” effect it has on people, promoting a better and easier “cohabitation”
of larger groups.
Moreover, through their music musicians can really express their feelings, even in ways that would
never be possible by other means. In fact, when you play a song (especially if you wrote it by
yourself) you have the chance to express in a direct and “intuitive” way complex feelings and convey
concepts you are probably not even fully aware, coming directly from your subconscious.
Finally, music helps people to overcome even the toughest moments of our lives.
Sadness, rage, heartaches, loneliness, there are always songs (and everyone has their own) that
seems to have been written exactly for those moments and feelings. Probably because the authors
were feeling exactly those emotions when they wrote that songs to ease their pain. Thus,
unaccountably, those songs make us feel better, perhaps just because listening to them we
understand that we are not alone, and someone has experienced our same emotions.
However, to have this positive impact on people’s lives music must Meta single prerequisite: it must
be shared.
Therefore, once you have gone through the effort of writing a good song, record it and, maybe, even
making a video, it would be really a pity if you would not share it with as many people as possible.
Moreover, only giving other people the chance to listen what you have realized you can receive their
feedback, even their criticism, getting in return the opportunity to improve yourself as a musician.
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Share by using different channels and platforms
If musicians never published their efforts, they would never bring people together, they would not
convey their feelings to other people and, of course, they would not support us when we feel down!
You can share your work using different channels and platforms and each of them has its
peculiarities; before choosing your sharing strategy, you should understand who the targets of your
songs are, and which are the objectives you want to achieve by sharing them. Once you answered
these questions, you will be able to choose the music sharing strategy that best suits your needs
and goals.
Once that the channels to be used to share your music have been decided, you should start thinking
about the right way to furtherly increase the diffusion of your tracks among the public.
Nowadays, the best and the easiest way to share your creations towards a large audience is through
social networks.
In fact, for example sharing the links to your songs on social media is a simple and effective way to
spread them and to be known to general public. In addition, each social media has its own specific
characteristics that must be considered when planning your “communication” or “dissemination”
strategy.
For example, Instagram is centered on storytelling, and people love stories: telling an interesting
story is a great way to create an emotional connection with your audience. Sharing visual content is
the best way to let our audience know what your music is about and build a relationship with your
public, especially young people. This is the reason why you should focus on feelings, rather than on
the outcomes themselves, and promote and share all the successful outcomes of your activity.
Moreover, engaging, and high-quality pictures and use of certain hashtags is essential for the
success of your posts therefore try to be as “professional” as possible for what concerns the quality
of videos and images you post.
Facebook, instead, allows for a better “traditional” communication with the audience, giving you also
the opportunity to share longer videos and more typologies of resources rather than just pictures
and/or short videos; it can surely be useful when trying to develop a loyal fanbase, exploiting also,
when possible, the various viral initiatives which are trending in a given moment.
When approaching social media communication, you must have always clearly in your mind who will
be the people to which you are going to communicate something and adapt your strategy and
communication style accordingly.
Try also to be consistent in taking care of your social pages, avoiding both excessive and infrequent
posting. Find the “rhythm” (and not just musically speaking, this time) that best suits both you and
your audience and keep it!
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What is the most effective way to share?
Let’s see together what the best ways are to share your creations in a more professional way.
The easiest way to do so is by using one of the many (free) available online platforms.
SoundCloud
This platform1 allows you to upload directly your music making it available for potential listeners
worldwide. To start, it is necessary to select of one of the three subscription plans for artists (the first
one is totally free and allows to upload up to 3 hours of music). This platform gives you also the
chance to enter into contact with a highly active community of both fans and artists that can also
lead to the beginning of interesting collaborations. SoundCloud provides uploaders with data and
statistics about their soundtracks, which enable to understand what is going well, and what, instead,
is going wrong. Thanks to its focus towards emerging artists together with the services it provides, it
represents one of the best choices for those willing to share their music with their world, without the
support of a record label.
Audiomack
This platform2 is similar to SoundCloud, since it allows uploading for free the music you created, and
it is focused on new and emerging artists. However, it has a big peculiarity: it is specialized in hip
hop music. Therefore, if hip hop is your genre, Audio Mack is the right platform. In fact, there you will
find a whole community of hip-hop enthusiasts who will surely appreciate your works and give you
useful feedbacks and suggestions to get better.
YouTube
For those musicians who have a music video related to their song, YouTube 3 is the best platform for
sharing their music. Anyone can set his/her own account and upload videos, reaching a potential
audience of billions of people. Moreover, the most users of YouTube use it as a source to to listen
to the music. The main users are young people; if such age group is the main target of your music,
this is a reason more to consider YouTube as the ideal starting point to begin your “Adventure of
Sharing”.
Spotify and iTunes
Spotify4 and iTunes are probably the most important streaming platforms in the world. Being featured
in these platforms surely gives artists a sense of “officiality”, sharing the (digital) stage with every
world-renowned musician. Unfortunately, you need to already have at least a distributor in order to
upload your tunes on these platforms. Moreover, these platforms are not focused on newcomers,
thus it may be more difficult for new musicians to properly “emerge” through these services.
iTunes, however, gives the opportunity to your fan base to support your work, also financially, by
purchasing your music.

1

https://soundcloud.com/
https://audiomack.com/
3
https://www.youtube.com/
4
https://open.spotify.com/
2
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Bandcamp
This platform5 is designed to support independent and debuting/emerging artists, also from a
financial point of view. For the musicians the enrollment is free. Users that want to listen to music
and discover emerging artists have the possibility to listen to one song for free and then they have
to buy the single soundtracks or album to keep listening to music.
Personal website or blog
An option not to discard concerns building your own website to upload the music and creations you
made. In addition to have a greater freedom in designing the platform that will host your works, you
will also have the opportunity to tell your audience more about yourself, through customizable
sections of the website such as “about me” or “news”; a forum could be also implemented in order
to encourage communication between your listeners and, of course, to provide you with another tool
through which to interact with them.
There are several website builders for free or unbelievably cheap available on the internet that you
can use to create a website that reflect your personality and your music!
During a sunny afternoon in Sicily, a group of youth has been involved in a creative session, using
their digital skills. A camera was given into their hands and using filters and other free technologies,
they produced this result, aiming only at the pleasure of sharing their emotions.

Before sharing your masterpiece, watch the video made by the POMELO team!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mUgG5ysv4q0&t=5s
This video is produced directly by the POMELO target groups!
During a sunny afternoon in Sicily, a group of young people were involved in a creative session, using their
digital skills. A camera phone was given into their hands and using filters and other free technologies, they
produced this result, aiming only at the pleasure of sharing their emotions.

5

https://bandcamp.com/
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Share it!

Act responsibly
Social networks contain a series of risks to which everyone is exposed regardless of the "type" of
social network attended, whether it is Youtube, Facebook or any of the many platforms on the Net.
These risks derive from actions of other users or from what we do ourselves, without paying the
right attention. We advise you to use these tools responsibly by carefully choosing the content to
be shared and to ask for permission from all the people you intend to participate in your shares.
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https://pomelo-project.eu/

This project has been funded with support from the European commission.
This publication reflects the views of the author, and the Commission cannot
be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information
therein.
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